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Welcome
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CEO
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European Social Network
Who we are
The independent network for directors of public social services, health,
education & employment in Europe.
 110 members in 34 countries + devolved regions and territories
Provide
a Europe-wide
learning and
networking platform
for social directors
and managers

Bring
local and practice
based experience
into European policy
making drawing on our
members’ knowledge

Represent
members at the
European level
seeking better
recognition for the
role of regional and
local government

Advocate
empowerment of
service users and
quality assurance in
service management

Working together
Activities & working methods
•

Seminars

•

Working groups

•

Workshops

•

Peer Reviews

•

Future Peer Learning
Programme

•

Contribution to other
European events & projects
esn-eu.org

Working together
Other ways to connect with ESN?
Share

Learn

Data/contact
details, news
about your
projects and
initiatives

Read & share with
your colleagues our
monthly newsletters
publications & videos

Visit
our website
and Members’
Area regularly
for up-to-date
news

Engage
in conversation with
ESN and members
on the Members’
Area

Follow us on Twitter @ESNsocial
Join our LinkedIn group Social Services in Europe
esn-eu.org

Health and social services from an
employment and economic perspective
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Context
Economic and financial crisis
• Increased levels of poverty/social exclusion
122.9 million people in 2013 (24.5% of the population)
• High unemployment
26,4 million people (10.8 % of the population)

Demographic changes
• Increased ageing and decreasing fertility
Working-age population is expected to decline by 14.2 % between
2010-2060.
Population aged 65+ is expected to increase from 92.2 to 149 million
between 2013 and 2060
Population aged 80+ is expected to increase from 25.6 to 63.8
million between 2013 and 2060.

Fiscal constraints
• Deficit reduction efforts
• Refocusing of public spending

Analysis of the recent
labour market and
social developments
in the health and
social services sector

Definitions
• Social services covers a large variety of services
– e.g early childhood education and care, longterm care for the elderly and people with
disabilities, social assistance, social housing,
training and employment services.
• Data based on NACE : human health, residential
care and social work.

Trends since 2008 (1)
• The number of workers in health and social
services increased steadily:
• Net job creation of 1.3 million between 2009
and 2013
• 10.7% of the workers in all sectors

• The sector weights for 7% in the total economy

Trends since 2008 (2)
Employment growth of 15-64 y. old in human health and
social work compared to other sectors, 2008-2013
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Structural features and challenges
• Gender bias
• 78% of workers are women
• In several Member States, there is a higher gender
pay gap than in the rest of the economy

• Ageing of the workforce
• On average, workers are better skilled than in
other sectors
• Work pattern: share of part-time work increased
during the crisis

Challenges addressing the demand
• Growing demand because of the ageing population
and more complex needs

• Growing pressure on public budgets might have
repercussions on financing of in-kind benefits (i.e.
services)
• The decrease in spending during the crisis seems
mainly on in-kind benefits.

Conclusions
• Double impact of the financial and economic crisis
on these services: cushioning effect but cuts in
spending
• Better skilled workforce but higher gender pay
gap, harder working conditions and part-time
work lead to challenges to attract workers in the
sector
• Growing sector regarding employment potential

Thank you!

Review of the national context in the
UK, Sweden, the Netherlands & Finland
John Powell (CHAIR)
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1. National or local regulation and policies for PHS




UK
►

No specific policies promoting PHS in the UK

►

Home care principally received through local social services

►

Development of a quasi market in England: let the purchaser choose
his/her own provider through cash benefits (personal budgets)

►

A risk of a polarisation of the care market

Sweden
►

Universal delivery of services for all persons in need, strong public
financing and public provision (around 90% of formal care)

►

Since 2009 commodification is growing up (free choice; purchaser-provider
model; competition set on quality, not price; strong regulation by
municipalities)

►

Tax-subsidised health policies (RUT/ROT reduction, 50% tax credit)

www.forquality.eu
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1. National or local regulation and policies for PHS


The Netherlands
►

Centralised model of the LTC, with the State carrying the responsibility for
persons in need of LTC. Strong public funding.

►

Law AWBZ (1968) shares risks between persons more and less in need.

►

Towards decentralisation of responsibilities at local level (Wmo, 2007):
Municipalities provide home care and support, in kind or in cash benefits
(personal budget)

►

Long-term funding of the Dutch LTC system is becoming a problem.

www.forquality.eu
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1. National or local regulation and policies for PHS


Finland
►

Social and health care services are under the control of municipal
authorities, with a great degree of autonomy as the legislation is not clearly
detailed.

►

Erosion of the Nordic universalism principle with the introduction of an
income related system, focusing on “the oldest old and the frailest frail”.

►

Since 1997: Tax-subsidised household services system (household work,
caregiving, daycare and repair work).

►

2009: service voucher system used by municipalities, leading to a more
market-based mechanism.

www.forquality.eu
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1. National or local regulation and policies for PHS


Comparative analysis
Care services under reform
►

Nordic universalism under budgetary tension

►

A market-centred approach in UK and NL (personal budgets) which is also
growing in FI and SE. This approach is based on the “freedom of choice”

►

The question is: how is quality regulated?

Divergent approaches regarding personal domestic services
►

No real policies in the UK and NL (excepted a reduced VAT rate)…

►

…but specific work regulations on domestic work (NL) or occasional work
(England) which are directly concerned by the use of personal budgets

►

In FI and SE, a model of tax incentives on home-based services (including
renovation or repair, different from other European models like FR or BE),
with the aim to tackle undeclared employment

www.forquality.eu
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2. Work and Employment Quality




UK
►

In UK, high levels of undeclared arrangements and an increase of flexible
arrangements due to the use of personal budgets (UK)

►

Flexibility encouraged by legal framework (England: no obligation to
declare occasional workers under a certain threshold)

Sweden
►

In Sweden, high share of public employment. Employment relationships
are better regulated and subject to scale salaries.

►

Less atypical employment and low wages than in other countries

www.forquality.eu
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2. Work and Employment Quality


The Netherlands
►

All providers are private: either not-for-profit (large majority) or for-profit.

►

The rising trend of home-care workers is expected to continue

►

At present, it is more interesting for individual to hire person without
declaring himself-herself

►

Informal caregivers stay the most important providers. Personal budgets
can be used for this purpose

►

Migrant work limited: the case of exception in Europe, but may change
with the recent emergence of a market for migrant live-in workers.

www.forquality.eu
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2. Work and Employment Quality


Finland
►

High share of public employment. The providers are mainly
municipalities (75%)

►

Emergence of a migrant division of care labour (example of
Helsinki)

►

Institutionalization of informal care, giving formal support to the
carer via a monthly allowance.

www.forquality.eu
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2. Work and Employment Quality
 Skills development and professionalization
►

Low qualified workforce but the level of qualification is increasing thanks to
on-the-job learning (UK)

►

In Sweden, no minimal qualification required. Several incentives to
develop training but not really effective. The lack of targeted qualifications
for LTC staff can pose challenges to the quality of services

►

In the Netherlands, an increasing demand for quality and skills. There is
no training or upgrading policy for PHS in general. The Ministry has shown
interests to few local development initiatives. Increasing shortages
expected, especially for better-qualified workers.

►

In Finland, training programs for “practical nurse” qualification (the same
person perform both home-help activities and home-nursing tasks). Health
and Social services represents the third largest field (17%) were people
attend vocational training.

www.forquality.eu
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2. Work and Employment Quality
 Comparative analysis
►

►

Two models on display:
• A public employment model (FI, SE)
• A combination of private employment model: private agencies + direct
employment + informal arrangements (UK, NL)
To a certain extent, institutionalisation of informal care (use of personal
budgets in NL and monthly allowances in Finland) could be compared to
other countries like Spain.

►

High level of flexibility provided by specific working arrangements with
unequal rights for employees.

►

Importance of migrant work (SE, UK, FI – NL being an exception) with
less rights for them (UK) and/or with an over representation in the lower
echelons of jobs (FI).

►

A common concern for training and qualification policies but no real
national plans.

www.forquality.eu
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3. Service quality
 Regulation of quality
►

England:
• Compulsory registration of agencies with the Care Quality
Commission which inter alia fixes targets regarding
professionalisation of workers
• Quality inspections

►

Sweden:
• Assessment of quality is key (high public guidelines + regulation of
private providers since 2009)
• More restrictive guidelines (due to tighter public budgets) that
constrain needs assessment?
• Open comparison of performance to help people’s choices

www.forquality.eu
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3. Service quality
►

The Netherlands:
• Organisations are required by the National healthcare Authority to compile
their data on quality and efficiency and make the reports available.
• Accreditations are provided by two accreditation bodies (NIAZ and HKZ)
• The Inspectorate IGZ is in charge of the quality assessment and
supervision of home care. Home care agencies are committed to monitor
and improve the quality of their services.
• Services providers and professionals and users mutually agreed to use
common indicators (QFRC)
• Users satisfaction surveys have become mandatory.

►

Finland:
• Municipalities have the obligation to give information to social services
users and evaluate how their rights are met.
• Surveys to evaluate the quality of services and users’ satisfaction.
• Act on the Status and Right of Social Welfare Client

www.forquality.eu
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4. Key questions to address
 What are the main challenges and issues in your country with
regards to service quality delivered at home (person centred-care,
coordination of services, involvement of service users)?

 What are the main challenges and issues in your country with
regards to workforce development in personal care and housework
activities (skills, training, use of IT technology, career paths, black economy,
turnover)?

 How can this situation be improved with regards to the main issues
and challenges addressed?
www.forquality.eu
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION.
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With the support of

Discussion in national groups:
review of national situations
COUNTRY

LOCATION

MODERATOR

Finland

Suite 1

Maritta Haavisto

The Netherlands Suite 2

Joost Broumels

Sweden

Eva-Karin Dahl

Suite 3

United Kingdom Suite 6
(downstairs)

Sally Shaw

Coffee break: 20 minutes

Feedback on the national
groups by moderators

Chaired by John Powell
Director of Adult Social Services, Health and
Wellbeing
London Borough of Redbridge

Practices on workforce
development & service quality

Chaired by Sanjin Plakalo
Project Manager
PLS (Pour La Solidarité)

Practices on workforce
development & service quality
1. “One family-One plan” scheme

Jolanda Verbiesen
Welfare Manager

Municipality of Heusden, the Netherlands

EUROPEAN PROJECT FOR QUALITY OF JOBS
AND SERVICES IN PERSONAL CARE AND
HOUSEHOLD SERVICES

Practice example:
One family-One plan scheme

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

•
•
•
•
•

Drunen / Heusden / Vlijmen
One of the 393 municipalities in the Netherlands
> 43.000 inhabitants
> 8100 ha
265 fulltime employees

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Policy & legal backgrounds: the renewal of the
Social Support Act (WMO) as from 1st January 2015
Why was it necessary to change the law?
• Uneven focus, depending on which professonal is leading
• Fragmented approach for providing services
• Unmanageability and contradiciting outcomes – too many professionals
involved

Consequences:
• Increase in the cost of services
• Increased use of care & medicalisation
• High levels of formal care and formal medical support

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015
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Previous organisation of the organisation of youth care

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Transition at a local level

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

The care and welfare system in Heusden
• New policy framework
• Total annual budget €35.000.000 divided as followed:
 unemployment benefits and care (€15 million),
 youth policy and childcare (€8 million),
 social support and care (€12 million).
• Around 4000 inhabitants in need for care and support

What happened last year?
• Contracting organisations
 A major general contract including demands for quality
 Over 55 organisations involved

• Improving the access to formal care
 Focus on the 11 key players (organisations, both non-profit and public)
 1 team working in 3 areas
 The professionals can grant access to formal care

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015
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How to assess the quality of care provided?
• Request for quality in the contract:
 Period of time between 1st contact and moment care starts
 All clients must entitled to receive care
 If care provided does not lead to result and the client returns into
the system within 9 months the 1st organization that provided
help will have to finance the extra care.

• Quality checkup by professionals: professional organisations
unions have their own quality standards

• Evaluation method through survey amongst users and random
inspections

• Advisory body: all municipalities have to set up an advisory board
on social support and to facilitate the board (by finances, or other
facilities)
4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015
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How is the one family-one plan scheme
implemented at the local level?
The idea: one family/one plan that
covers all needs/one professional

• Quick scan method to assess
people’s needs and set up a
personal plan
• The following topics are reviewed
during the meeting:
 Family situation
 Housing
 Financial situation
 Health (physical, mental)
 Daily activities (work, school, etc.)
 Possible involvement of
surroundings (family, friends, etc.)

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015
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Personal and household services & Social support
in Heusden
PERSONAL CARE

HOUSEWORK ACTIVITIES

Personal support

Cleaning

Elderly care provided on a daily basis

Home repairing

(Support) of informal care

Gardening
Laundry, meals, etc.
Counselling: financial advice, etc.

One example: housecleaning
1100 citizens – average 2 hours/week
Budget 2011: € 5.968.050 / Budget 2015: € 3.791.062
How is it organized:
• Care in kind
• Financial support through personal budget or voucher

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015
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What challenges do we face?
• Employment: the new programme has been launched a month
ago. Househelp is provided to the general public with small fee
How to keep the employment available with the cutback in care?

• Change of attitude on the part of the target groups and the
professionals:
 Say goodbye to the welfare state
 Taking responsibility for your own problems
 “Being a caseworker with your hands on your back”
How to get clients in control of their situation?

• Finances: severe budget cuts (around 40%) on these specific
services at the national level
 How to deliver cost-efficient services?

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015
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Practices on workforce
development & service quality
2. Free choice in elderly care (the Customer choice
model in Sweden)
Greger Bengtsson
Senior Advisor
SALAR (Swedish Association of Local Authorities

and Regions), Sweden

Free choice in elderly care Act, implementation &
experiences
Greger Bengtsson
Greger.Bengtsson@skl.se

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Social services in Sweden
 Local authorites are responsible for social services
 Taxes finance 95%, the 5% are covered by the service users
 Local authorities (social services providers) carry out need
assessments and decide help
 People in need are entitled to care and support
 Individual can appeal against decision in court
 80% of social services is provided at people’s home
 Free choice is an alternative to operate in-house or procurement

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Aims





Strengthen the individual
Increasing quality & efficency
Improving working conditions
Increasing women opportunities to start
business in care

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Acting on the system of choice





Covers health and social services
Voluntary for local authorities
People choose between approved suppliers
Local authorities decide which conditions apply
to suppliers
 Same conditions for all
 Same level of economic compensation
 Civil law contract with providers

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

 No limitation of the number of contractors
 No deadline for application by potential provider: the system is
continuously running
 Legal requirements to respect the Swedish legislation
 Voluntary elements: quality, level of education etc.
 Local authorities have to provide a no-choice alternative
 Local authorities responsible for information, monitoring and
follow –up
 Local authorities responsible to deliver services that the
citizens are entitled to receive
 Publication of the contract on national web page mandatory

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Free choice in Swedish municipalities

Implemented (155)
Decided to implement (21)

Investigating (31)
Decided not to implement (49)
No decision (31)

Implemented and repented (3)

TOTAL: 290

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Services with free choice
-

Housework activities
Personal care at home
Nursing homes
Elderly care
Day care for disabled people
Relief services in the home
Short stay away from home

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

- Personal assistance for daily
activities
- Advice and support services
for family
- Community care
- Primary care
- Hip replacement
- More….

Experiences
 Free choice for support and care at home most common
in municipalities
 Focus on quality and follow up
 Helps (?) authorities calculate their own costs
 Level of compensation for providers
 Competitive neutrality
 Development of a range of services at home
 System for small companies

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Experiences
 Dilemma: elderly people want to choose but find it
difficult
 Better quality and efficiency?
 More employers to choose between as the number of
service providers has increased
 Better working conditions?
 Politically still a ”hot” issue

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Practices on workforce
development & service quality
3. Wrapping arms around the Home care

Workforce
Colum Conway

CEO – Northern Ireland Social Care Council
Board Director – Skills for Care and Development

Wrapping our
arms around

the Home Care
Workforce

Skills for Care and Development
Four delivery partners at the UK level:
 Skills for Care (England)
 Care Council for Wales
 Scottish Social Services Council
 Northern Ireland Social Care Council
“Our ambition is for a world-class workforce; one that fosters
economic growth and sustainable communities across the UK.
This will be reached through progressive high impact social
work, social care and services for children”

UK 4 Nations Approach to Home
Care / PHS
Differences:
• Policy
• Legislation
• Integration &
structure
• Finance & payment

Similarities:
•
•
•
•

Workforce profile
Regulation and standards
Practice and approach
Issues and concerns
 Instability within the
workforce
 Terms and conditions
 Value of the work
 Gap in supply and demand

Northern Ireland Social Care Council (NISCC)
NISCC is the regulatory body for the social care workforce in
Northern Ireland.
Our role:
• Register social care workers;
• Set standards for their training & practice;
• Support professional development across the workforce.
People involved with us:
• 5,700 professionally qualified social workers
• 720 social work students
• 17,000 social care workers in residential care

Registration of the Home Care Workforce
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Focus on Workforce Development
Small region – 1.8m population
260,000 hours of home care per week – 25,000 people
500 employers
30%/70% split
Procurement & tendering
No data on workforce – no strategy (approximately
12,000 home care workers)
Increasing interface between health and social care –
link to integration and transformation
Increasing challenges for systems regulation
Development of a skilled and competent workforce
Improve Value placed on the workforce

The Programme
Aims
• To protect the public through improving safeguards for vulnerable people,
raising the standards of home care practice and improving the quality of
the workforce. To achieve this we are introducing the compulsory
registration and regulation to the home care workforce across N.I.

Activities
• Roll out registration to the Home care workforce over an 18 month period
1st June 2015 – 1st October 2016.
• Underpin registration with Standards of Conduct and Practice for the
whole of the workforce
• Establish an Employers Code of Practice to work along side the systems
regulator
• On line registration & use of ICT – develop digital capability of care
workers
• Develop a programme for robust engagement with all stakeholders
• Establish a Social Care Managers network
• Create a framework towards a qualified workforce - link to skills agenda
• Create a framework for Evaluation – learning about impact on practice

Development of a highly skilled
workforce
• Standards of conduct and practice – underpinned by guidelines
• Minimum requirements for Post Registration Training and Learning
(PRTL)
• CPD framework – learning linked to credits – ‘not just bums on
seats!’
• Qualified workforce – strategic planning with real time data and
linked to N.I. Skills Agenda for level 2 and level 3 training
• Company based up skilling through funding streams
• Change the culture for a desperate workforce through better use of
technology

• Learn from ongoing evaluation

Culture change – use of technology
• Registration is on line - No work arounds – build
digital competency
• Home care workers manage their own account on
line – PRTL, CPD,
• Use accounts for direct communication and
engagement – information, newsletter, resources,
networks, social media
• Use employer accounts for same
• Blending learning / mobile learning – Domiciliary
care App

Learning is really about forgetting

How this works
Formal training

Learning from others

Learning in the
workplace

DOMICILIARY CARE TOOLKIT
IOS/Apple:
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/ap
p/domiciliary-caretoolkit/id844143321?mt=8
Android:
https://play.google.com/store/
apps/details?id=com.learningp
ool.domiciliary

Evaluation – a central component,
breaking new ground
Establishing an evaluation framework for a three study –
matrix to be agreed
• Evidence based policy
• Gold standard? Perhaps
• Process – experience – impact
• Change behaviour, improve quality of services, improve
quality and stability of workforce, improve service user
experience of care, improve value and contribution, any
impact on big ticket data (hospital through put and
discharge, community capacity, prevention and so on)

www.niscc.info

Practices on workforce
development & service quality
4. Implementation of mobile technology –
Real-time Care

Maria Mantere
Service Planner
Municipality of Hämeenlinna, Finland

Implementation of mobile technology –
Real- Time Care

FastROI`s Real-Time Care solution and mobile application for Home
Care
4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Hämeenlinna city Home Care Services
Public sector
 700 regular service users, mainly elderly people and mental health patients
 24/7 home care service
 9 home care teams
 Personnel around 200
Private sector
 130 regular service users
 1 home care team
 not a partner in this implementation
Implementations time schedule
 3 work supervisors (practical nurses) started to use the computer program in October
2014: Fastroi Real-Time-Care
 3 test teams (50 employees) started to use the mobile application in December 2014
 Electronic locking system is installed for customers in these teams
 4 teams composed of 60 employees joined in April 2015
 Electronic locking system isn’t installed yet
 Last 2 teams will join in August 2015 (mobile app is in use already, not with optimization)
4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Main goals for implementation
 Even work load
 Flexibility in resource allocation
 Personnel time to be released to the customers from
indirect tasks
 Save costs of deputy recruiting
 Program reports and statistics to support the management
and development
 No need for customers keys to entry their homes
 Workday starts directly from the customer

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Procedures before implementation
 Providing information to employees
 Giving the mobile phones beforehand to end-users
 Public and customer information
 Assessing customer care, service planning and weekly
time-tables
 To agree which tasks are time critical and need to
be done in exact time
 Determining the number of service users per nurses so
called responsibility nurse and daily routes to drive
 Mobile application training for end-users

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

What does the new procedures bring to personnel?
 Smartphone works as an everyday tool for domestic workers and
professional carers
 Daily tasks and reporting system through the mobile
 Most of the nursing documentation is done during the house call
 Statistics are made on real time
 To start and end of workday
 The customer's door can be opened electronically
 Messaging system between the personnel
 New job in home care: work supervisor (Practical Nurses)
 Planning and allocating daily tasks
 Optimising the travel times between visits, tasks and working hours
 Controlling the work shifts
 Real-time supervision and monitoring

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

FastROI Real-Time Care - home care
Mobile enhances home care

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

HOW IT WORKS?
Work supervision

Interfaces

- planning and allocation of tasks
- optimising of routes, tasks and working hours
- controlling of changes
- real-time supervision and monitoring

Real-time instructions
for nursing staff
Via mobile phone

to other systems

FastROI Ltd
Centralised data
storage and server
Versatile,
analytical

Reports
4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Secured data
collection
Via mobile phone or
tag

Work Supervision – Optimization of routes,
tasks & working hours
Optimization of
personnel based on
their skills and
constraints:
• Personnel
competences and
constraints
• Customer demands
and preferences
• Working shifts
• Vehicles
4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Optimization of routes based on GPS-data

Work Supervision – Controlling changes made
Controlling changes in real-time:
•
•
•
•

Possibility to edit an individual task and re-allocate it
Possibility to mass allocate tasks to new employee
Possibility to mass copy a single task or multiple tasks
A new task can also be created from a phone

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Data collection via mobile phone

• Simple and interface user-friendly with clear, informative buttons
• Allocated tasks are displayed in working order
• Easy to start and end work

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Reporting
Diverse search functions for reporting:
• Customer-specific
• Employee-specific
• Task-specific

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

What is needed to succeed?
Personnel
 Basic mobile technology skills
 Positive attitude to change
 Willingness to develop
 Positive attitude towards feedback and guidance at work
 Team player attitude: flexibility to move in another team, adaptation to new
environment
 Ability to transfer essential health and medication information with mobile
 Produce high-quality observation and medication data with mobile
Management






Clear goal and vision
Sensitive listening
Presence
Clear and consistent instructions to personnel

Most of all fine co-operation with ICT-services, software provider,
project management and employees
4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Experiences and Observations so far
 Everyone knows how to use the mobile app
 Significant shift in terms of the personnel: employees
moved in team with insufficient staff and resources
 Receiving work supervision from outside the team is a
challenge for some employeed
 Work and tasks have become transparent
 Average time spent by the employees with customers
has increased

4Quality! Project – People Matter
Brighton, 27/05/2015

Lunch Break: 1 Hour
For the group discussion in the afternoon:
LOCATION

MODERATOR

Suite 1

Alexia Bellemin

Suite 2

Marianne Doyen

Suite 3

Lisa Schönenberg

Suite 6
(downstairs)

Aurélie Decker

Group Discussions

Discussion topics:
 Transferability of practices
 Policy recommendations

Closing

Chaired by Alfonso Lara
Montero
Policy Director
ESN (European Social Network)

